1 Overview

In this supplementary material, we provide further details for each of our Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) tasks, and on our implementation.

The data from all of our experiments is fully open and available online at http://opensurfaces.cs.cornell.edu/. Statistics about the experiments and the results are also hosted online, and they will be continually updated as the database grows.

Task descriptions include anonymized user feedback. Such feedback is quoted with the original spelling and capitalization.

2 Downloading images

Images were downloaded from Flickr. They were selected according to several criteria. A complete description of the selection process is below.

- Queries were constructed as a scene category + tag + “-hdr”.
  - Scene categories: kitchen, bedroom, bathroom, living+room, dining+room, family+room, attic, pantry, garage, cellar, game+room, laundry+room, home+office, home+workshop, foyer, trophy+room, home+theater, closet, staircase, wine+cellar, hallway.
  - Tags: +interior+design, +remodel, +showroom, +architecture, +after, +renovation, +real+estate.
  - “-hdr”: we avoided photos that use HDR tonemapping since we found that such images often aimed for artistic effects rather than realistic appearance.

- The extra tag is discarded and photos are grouped by scene. Duplicates are detected by md5 hash of the file (to facilitate running scripts multiple times). The extra tags are used only to encourage nicer photos; we found that these tags resulted in images that were less cluttered and aimed more at showing off the space, rather than showing people or other activities.

- We limited ourselves to Creative Commons photos that allow “sharing” and “remixing”.

- We downloaded every image between 2003 Jan 01 and 2013 Jan 06, for a total of 1,099,277 images (1.4 terabytes).

- Automatic filtering of images: each image must satisfy the following conditions,
  - JPEG format
  - ≥ 6 megapixel resolution
  - ≤ 32 megabyte file size
  - at least one pixel has color (defined as minimum difference between RGB channels ≥ 10)
  - focal length specified in an EXIF header (obtained with the jhead utility program)
  - the camera model exists in a camera database.

3 Filtering images by scene

Figure 1: Interface for filtering images that do not match their scene label.

Instructions. Users are instructed to click on pictures that match a specific category label, while excluding:

- Rotated photos (an overhead view is acceptable)
- Black-and-white or sepia-tone photos
- Photos with special effects or superimposed text
- Very blurry photos
- Rooms under construction
- Toy models of a scene
- Naked people or sexual poses
- Pictures of mostly people, where the scene is not clearly visible.

Interface. Users are presented with a grid of 50 images, each annotated with the Flickr search query (e.g. “living room”, “kitchen”, etc.). The photos are grouped by category, and then sorted by aspect ratio to make the grid align nicely. When a user selects an image that matches its query, the label changes from “not living room” to “living room”.

Feedback. We found that workers were very reliable at this task, and many appreciated the large buttons (“everything is very well done, easy to click (thank you for no bubbles)! Great job with the interface, it is very easy to work with!”).
4 Flag images with improper white balance

**Figure 2:** Interface for clicking on white points in images. Each HIT contains a batch of 10 to 15 images.

**Instructions.** Users are instructed “For this task you will click on three white or gray things in the image. Click on items that should appear white or gray if placed under white lighting. Avoid extremely bright or oversaturated spots.” For guidance, users are shown 9 good examples and 2 bad examples.

**Interface.**
- If a user clicks on an oversaturated point (RGB $\geq 253, 253, 253$), they are interrupted with the message “Please avoid oversaturated spots. Click on the Instructions button for more information.” and the point is rejected. The user must click elsewhere.
- The user may click “There are no more white things”, at which point they are prompted with “You have selected 0 white spot(s). Are you sure that there are no more white or almost-white parts of image?”.
- If the user clicks 70 pixels near an existing point, the existing point is deleted and no new point is added.
- Users can view the instructions inline at any time with a modal dialogue.

**Feedback.** Users generally liked the task and understood all of its aspects. While many asked for more pay and some expressed generic confusion, the general consensus was “I think it’s a well designed layout, nothing comes to my mind that can improve it.”

5 Material segmentation

**Instructions.** Users are instructed “Your task is to draw polygons around regions that have a single type of material or texture.” Users are shown many examples of good and bad segmentations, many common errors are discussed, and all interface controls are described in detail.

**Interface.** Before designing our interface we tried tools published by other authors (e.g., LabelMe). We opted for a more complex interface to encourage better segmentations. Our feedback has been very positive, and many users thanked us after we added each feature.

**Feedback.** Users seem to enjoy it, but generally requested more pay:
- “It is fun and relaxing actually. I like focusing on the items and ensuring that the polygon is right-on the money!”
- “It’s easy and fun. However, it is not worth time like a real job.”
- “I like it, but it should pay a few cents more!”

Below are descriptions of interface features:
- The interface has two modes: draw new polygons and adjust existing ones.
- Users may left-click along the border.
- Right-click will close the polygon.
- In adjust mode, the window zooms into the shape and the user may drag the vertices freely or delete the shape entirely.
- We store a full undo/redo stack for all actions and log every action with timestamps. The log is accurate enough to replay all actions (including invalid ones) at the original speed. In future work we may analyze or visualize these logs.
- We prevent polygons from self-intersecting during both the drawing and adjusting stages. A red line flashes to highlight intersections, and then the polygon is reverted to a non-intersecting state. On every third attempt to make a polygon self-intersect, the user is shown instructions explaining the problem.
- The user may zoom in and out with the scroll wheel.
- The user may pan around the image by holding space.
- If the user clicks near the edge, the image pans automatically.
- We show inline instructions with a modal dialogue for easy access.
- We allow nested and intersecting shapes (though not self-intersecting).
• Users seem to enjoy the zoom functionality and often labeled tiny objects.
• There was wide variety in the quality, though some were surprisingly good.
• There many submissions of individual bricks and tiles – either they were being time-efficient, or misunderstood “single material or texture.”
• Some people did object segmentation instead of material segmentation. The boundaries they provided were quite accurate, but contained multiple materials. For these shapes, some of the boundaries are correct, but not all of them. If we can identify these shapes, it would be possible to subdivide them by sending them through the pipeline again.

5.1 Algorithm for segmentation intersections

Objects often contain large regions of one material, with small regions of a second material (e.g., a door with a handle, a shower with a drain, a toilet with a metal handle). To facilitate the labeling of these surfaces, users can provide the boundary of the outer shape, and the boundary of the inner shapes.

We process these with a simple algorithm.

**Input:** a list of poly-lines from the labeler. For robustness, we do not require the input to be non-self-intersecting.

**Output:** a list of complex polygons, each polygon represented as a list of vertices, triangles, and boundary segments.

**Algorithm:**
1. Place all of the input line segments into both a constrained Delaunay triangulation (CDT) and a 2D arrangement (using CGAL).
2. Reject CDT triangles that are not inside the arrangement (since the CDT triangulates the convex hull of the input, thereby producing extra triangles).
3. For each pair of neighboring triangles, if they are in the same arrangement face, cluster them together. Each cluster becomes one output complex polygon. To associate output polygons with the input poly-lines, the arrangement of each input poly-line is constructed; if a cluster is entirely inside one of these poly-line arrangements, they are associated together. Unassociated polygons are discarded. If an output complex polygon is associated with more than one input poly-line, metrics such as timing are averaged together. The clustering is computed with `UNION-FIND`. All computations are done with exact constructions and predicates.

6 Quality votes for material segmentation

**Instructions.** Users are instructed “Click on the red shapes that contain a single material or texture. Reject shapes that are far from the material boundary.” Users are shown 16 good and 16 bad examples randomly selected from a collection of 300 images.

**Interface.**
• Users are presented with a grid of images, zoomed into the segmented region, with the shape border indicated in red. If the user hovers over the shape, the area will be highlighted; this is useful if the shape is not a simple polygon and it is unclear which pixels are part of the shape.
• Users click on the shapes that have a good boundary and contain a single material.
• If 3 of 5 users click on a shape, then it is considered “high quality.”

**Feedback.**
• There are many ambiguous cases, and this showed up in the results. For example, some shapes have a beautifully detailed boundary, but is truncated because the user who drew the shape had zoomed in and forgot to zoom out. In other instances, it is unclear what constitutes a “single material”. While generating our examples, it was difficult to stay consistent. We received user feedback about the ambiguity:
  - “This is very interesting. Some times I have a confusion about the boundary line. Any way I am willing to do this kind of hits. Example: You have a plate of pizza. One is pizza (pizza is full of the plate) and other one is plate. How can I treat this? Is it a multiple texture or Single Texture?”
  - “a few were ambiguous - tile and grout, or insulation with a ripped lining”
  - “Maybe add a comments section to better identify ambiguous images”
  - “Examples are slightly confusing - in one case a cupboard door is marked as incorrect and another as correct without real explanation as to what the differences are”
  - “Texture is ill-defined. It is a bit unclear how to treat objects like a window or mirror. Clearly they have the same texture in real life when touched but in a picture the perceived texture is that of the surroundings. Also, what about highly patterned objects where the pattern doesn’t repeat itself much? Visually it seems as if the texture changes.”

**Qualifications.** As we were running the material segmentation stage, we noticed that a few users produce exceptionally detailed segmentations, with an accuracy higher than the output of the voting step (described above). After collecting 25,000 segmentations, we restricted the task to the best 26 workers (out of 530,
using MTurk qualifications) and removed the voting step. This both doubled the average detail from 11.6 to 20.3 vertices and reduced our total effective cost from $0.035 to $0.025/shape (including bonuses). Costs were reduced since we were no longer paying for voting or for shapes that would inevitably be rejected in later pipeline stages.

7 Planarity labeling

![Example images of planarity labeling](image)

**Examples (side view)**

To explore what “planar” means, consider these examples. They are side views of objects.

- **Planar** — the surface is flat
- **Not planar** — the surface is approximately flat
- **Not planar** — there are two different flat surfaces

**Examples**

- **Positive examples**
- **Negative examples**

**Instructions.** Users are instructed “You will be shown a collection of images with objects outlined in red. Click on the objects that are planar – regions with a single flat surface. Planar shapes can have some variation, such as patterns on wood, or grooves between bricks, or fuzz on a carpet. For example, a brick or tile wall is still considered planar. However, two very different planar surfaces (such as two perpendicular walls in the same red shape) do not count and should be rejected.” Since users struggled with the idea of planarity, we focused on common mistakes for our negative examples.

**Interface.** Users were shown a grid of images arranged similar to the examples. They were instructed to click on the planar segmentations.

**Feedback.**

- People seemed to like this task and find it easy; almost all feedback was similar to “This task is very interesting and easy.”
- Users were interested in the task,
  - “it is interesting for the potential benefits of such a database”
  - “This task is actually quite interesting, if one thinks about the numerous applications of such a surfaces database. First thing I would think about would be game creation, as in a sim world.”
- People also found it to be well defined: “It’s simple to do and make us to think of which is the correct image. I understood all the parts in this task. All things are clearly defined.”
- We did not implement zoom, but feedback suggested it would be helpful. “Some pictures were difficult to distinguish whether it was a flat surface even when I magnified the picture.”
- We included a “I can’t tell” choice, which we count as “No”, in response to the feedback “There should be a choice that unable to tell if it is a flat surface. Some pictures are not very clear. Also hard to tell if the depicted area includes handles or curved edges like in a picture frame.”

8 Material names

![Material naming interface](image)

**Instructions.** Users are instructed “Click on the name for the material of the object highlighted in red. Do not guess if you can’t tell.”

**Interface.** To collect a material label, we show the photo with the region outlined in red. An animated rectangle zooms into the region to direct the user’s attention (it begins by enclosing the entire window and decreases in size). The region then flashes white. Before we added these animations many users complained that they had trouble finding the surface. Once a user clicks on a label, the next image is presented. Users may go back if they make a mistake. Users may also zoom in/out and drag the image around.

**Feedback.**

- People seemed to like this task and find it easy; almost all feedback was similar to “This task is very interesting and easy.”
- Users were interested in the task,
  - “it is interesting for the potential benefits of such a database”
  - “This task is actually quite interesting, if one thinks about the numerous applications of such a surfaces database. First thing I would think about would be game creation, as in a sim world.”
- People also found it to be well defined: “It’s simple to do and make us to think of which is the correct image. I understood all the parts in this task. All things are clearly defined.”
- We did not implement zoom, but feedback suggested it would be helpful. “Some pictures were difficult to distinguish whether it was a flat surface even when I magnified the picture.”
- We included a “I can’t tell” choice, which we count as “No”, in response to the feedback “There should be a choice that unable to tell if it is a flat surface. Some pictures are not very clear. Also hard to tell if the depicted area includes handles or curved edges like in a picture frame.”
Name list. The list of materials was a combination of the Flickr Materials Database (fabric, glass, leather, metal, paper, plastic, stone, water, and wood), a list we derived from our pilot study (brick, ceramic, fabric, food, fruit, glass, laminate, leather, metal, paper, plant, plastic, stone, water, and wood), and from browsing the dataset and writing down common materials. As the task progressed, we added materials to the list and had some materials re-labeled. Our final list was restricted to 33 names so that it fit within one screen. Users are presented with a list of 33 materials, plus “Not on list”, “More than one material”, and “I can’t tell”. As we collected semantic labels, we found it useful to transform some categories (e.g. rename “Paper” to “Paper/tissue”, and “Carpet” to “Carpet/rug”) to cover some confusions and common synonyms.


Feedback. Workers greatly appreciated the example image for each material. Otherwise, there was no strong opinion from workers: “easy”, “It’s cool”, “interesting”.

9 Object names

Instructions. Users are instructed “Click on the name for the common English name of the object highlighted in red. Do not guess if you can’t tell.”

Interface. The interface is otherwise the same as material naming. Due to the large number of items, we did not show a canonical example for each object. This did not seem to affect worker accuracy (whereas showing examples helped significantly for materials).

10 Rectification

Instructions. Workers were given detailed instructions and many examples (Figure 9). “Step 1: Drag the left image (left mouse button) so that the blue arrow points away from the surface and the green grid is aligned with the surface. Rotate the grid with the right mouse button. Tiles and wood patterns should appear parallel, and rectangles inside the shape should have 90 degree right angles.”

Figure 8: The rectification interface. This figure shows a successfully completed task where the perspective grid appears to lie flat against the surface (left half) and the texture is correctly rectified (right half).
Interface. As shown in Figure 8, users can drag the 3D perspective grid to adjust the surface normal, or they may drag the rectified result directly. Dragging in the left half adjusts the angles in camera space, while dragging in the right half adjusts the angles in object space. The result is rectified in real-time using a WebGL scene, with the desired transform encoded as in the camera projection matrix. To render the rectified shape, the 2D triangulated mesh is used for geometry, and the bounding box of the shape is used as a texture.

11 Rectification quality

Instructions. For this task, we instructed users: “For this task, rectified means:

- the blue arrow points away from the surface,
- the green grid is parallel to edges in the surface, and
- tile, brick, and wood patterns should be perfectly aligned and the same size throughout the image on the right.”

In order to get workers to properly select good rectifications from bad ones, it was necessary to show them negative examples that were only slightly incorrect. Otherwise, they were not picky enough and would select almost every item as a good rectification.

We use the same example set for both this task and the previous one (rectification).

Interface. The interface (Figure 10) is the same as quality filtering for material segmentations. Users select the rectifications that are correct from a grid of 40 examples. Users can also select “I can’t tell” which counts as a negative vote (since we only want surfaces that users can positively determine are correct).

Feedback. Feedback was split between total understanding and total misunderstanding. We speculate that since the task is more complex, the users who struggled with the task were those which were not fluent in English.

12 Appearance matching

Instructions. Users are instructed to adjust the appearance of the blob until it matches the target.

Interface. The blob is rendered in real-time using a WebGL scene. The rendering method is described in the main paper.

Feedback. The general consensus was “It’s interesting. It can be a challenge to get the adjustment close.” Workers seemed to have a consistent level of quality. Some workers had a bias to consistently over-estimate the contrast, submitting blobs that did not appear to match at all. Others would consistently set the distinctness of image \(d\) to the middle setting. A few seemed to really understand the task and consistently submitted good matches. We targeted these users for bonuses.

13 Color and gloss quality

Interface. The interface (Figures 12 and 13) is the same as the other quality interfaces. First, color is checked, and those that pass color are checked for gloss. Since the input to the gloss check are all blobs with matching color, users are not distracted by considering multiple aspects at once.
Feedback. Workers seemed to like this task; some called it “cute”, others said it was “useful”. A few workers noted “Sometimes matching the colors is difficult especially if the pattern is varied.” Generally the workers were happy with the pay for this task.

14 Feedback given to MTurk workers

When workers submit results, we estimate a badness score for each assignment. For binary tasks, we use the fraction of disagreement with the CUBAM result; for naming tasks, we use disagreement with the consensus for each shape; and for segmentation, we use the fraction of shapes voted as high quality. If the badness is greater than half, then we flag the HIT (except for segmentation, where it must be $\geq 0.9$). Since automated rejections can lead to unfair decisions (thus chasing away the best workers), we manually review all potential rejections. This ensures we maintain a good relationship with our workers.

If the badness score is less than half, we approve the HIT and provide a message ranging from “All of your submission was bad. We approved the HIT since we did not want to hurt your qualification score” to “Perfect submission! Thank you” depending on the score. Many sent us emails thanking us, and others used our feedback form. One worker wrote “it’s difficult but i appreciate your positive feedback when you approve/reject the HITs, so i’m motivated to please you!”

For segmentations, we set the badness threshold to 0.9, since we noticed that workers either consistently submitted completely invalid results (badness near 1.0) or perfect results (badness near 0.0). When we started the tasks, we rejected roughly half of the HITs. After the task had been running for over a week, workers responded to this feedback and we were only rejecting a few percentage of HITs. With this system, both parties benefit—workers do not get paid for rejected HITs, and each rejection reduces the number of HITs they qualify. Eventually, we switched to using qualifications (for segmentation only) and rejected none of the segmentation HITs since every submission was near-perfect.

15 Tools and implementation notes

- The backend is mostly Python running Django.
- The front end is written in a mix of Django templates, CoffeeScript, and Less. For each HTTP request, the Django template is compiled into HTML, the CoffeeScript is compiled into JavaScript, and Less is compiled into CSS. To improve performance, it is all cached in memcached.
- To display large amounts of data, results are paginated dynamically; scripts in the browser automatically fetch and insert new rows of data as the user scrolls.
- Asynchronous processing uses Celery and RabbitMQ. When MTurk workers submit data, their POST data is put on a queue so the worker can immediately start the next task. The server then asynchronously processes the data.
- The MTurk annotation pipeline is set up as a producer-consumer chain. Experiments may produce results asynchronously in parallel, and “consumering” results are serialized into a single queue. As results are produced from one experiment, they are filtered and re-grouped for the next experi-
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